West Haven, CT—(July 20, 2018) - On Friday, July 20th, 2018, the West Haven Community House (WHCH) played host to an evening of entertainment presented by STEP Associates LLC. STEP Associates is committed to providing positive life experiences for a diverse population including individuals living with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

The annual event “Oscar Dance Party 2!” not only consisted of a dance party but also the presentation of “STONE”, STEP Associate’s second originally written and produced play.

That evening many WHCH residential residents, who are active members of the organization’s “Art Expressions” program, delivered a once in a life time, action packed performance. An energetic crowd of family, friends and supporters were on hand to acknowledge all the hard work put in by the participants and actors as they were presented “Oscar Awards” for a job well done.

“Art Expressions” is a social and leisure program of STEP Associates, which is co-founded by Davaul and LaTonya Tillman Amin. Davaul is an employee of the WHCH’s Community Connections program.

Participants have the opportunity to participate in art, acting, singing and dance in a friendly and social atmosphere. STEP Associates works with individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities with the goal of “bridging the gap” by connecting people together within communities and creating new positive relationships.

For more information regarding the program please contact Davaul Amin, (203) 843-1298, damin@stepassociates.net

###

**About the West Haven Community House:** For 77 years, The Community House has served as the cornerstone social service agency in West Haven providing services that promote healthy, productive, independent and meaningful living for children and families and for people with intellectual disabilities.